Tool Management Software GTMS

- Simple and intuitive user interface and menu navigation
- Personal dashboard
- Creation of various tool lists
- Direct call-up of CAD systems and graphics programs for processing and presenting tool drawings
- Comprehensive storage management functions which also control Guhring’s TM Vending machines
- Depiction of customer organization for clear cost allocation of tool withdrawals

- Consumption analysis to various criteria, i.e. tool consumption per component, machine or manufacturing area
- Individual solutions can be programmed according to customer requirements
- Connection to current ERP/PPS systems, tool management and paternoster systems through programming of corresponding interfaces
- Multi-lingual software
- Production of individual customer forms

NOW WITH NEW AND OPTIMIZED USER INTERFACE
Guhring tool dispensing system TM 326 is an electronically controlled, modular, expandable system with all the functionality of Guhring Tool Management Software GTMS. Electronically locked drawers allow controlled tool removal. The drawers can be adjusted in height and styles to individual customer requirements.

**GUHRING TM TOOL DISPENSING SYSTEMS**

**TM 326 MANY POSSIBILITIES**

Guhring vending units freely combine with extension storage systems, providing suitable space for tools and other consumables.

**TM 526 100% DISPENSING CONTROL**

With Guhring tool dispensing system TM 526 you have full control of product withdrawal. The drawers of the TM 526 open only to the extent of the selected item quantity of the tools requested.

**FEATURES:**
- Electronically locked dispensing system in a rigid steel sheet construction
- Manually operated drawers with LED display and full pull-out
- Individual drawer height and partitioning options
- Height: 1750 mm (incl. attachment)
- Usable height: 900 mm
- Scanner for reading barcode and QR code
- 21.5” HD touchscreen monitor
- Storage module of GTMS software

**FEATURES:**
- Individual drawer height and width; drawers open only to the extent needed to dispense the selected number of items
- Height: 1700 mm (incl. attachment)
- Scanner for reading barcode and QR code
- 21.5” HD touchscreen monitor
- Storage module of GTMS software

Guhring vending units freely combine with extension storage systems, providing suitable space for tools and other consumables.

GUHRING Tool Dispensing Systems Extension Storage Systems

The control via Guhring’s TM 326 and TM 526 tool dispensing systems guarantee secure storage and withdrawal only following a booking.

**VENDORS TO CONSIDER:**

- Partition set (standard equipment)
- Compartment Inserts
- Recess set Anti-slip mat

Electronic control

- Lockable Compartment Option

Manually operated drawers with LED display and full pull-out

- Individual drawer height and partitioning options
-Height: 1750 mm (incl. attachment)
-Usable height: 900 mm
-Scanner for reading barcode and QR code
-21.5” HD touchscreen monitor
-Storage module of GTMS software

- Various drawer height and width options
- Extension Units available in 2 different heights: 1300 mm, 1500 mm
- Manually operated drawers with LED display and full pull-out
Guhring tool dispensing system TM 326 is an electronically controlled, modular, expandable system with all the functionality of Guhring Tool Management Software GTMS. Electronically locked drawers allow controlled tool removal. The drawers can be adjusted in height and styles to individual customer requirements.

**TM 326**

**MANY POSSIBILITIES**

**FEATURES:**
- Electronically locked dispensing system in a rigid steel sheet construction
- Manually operated drawers with LED display and full pull-out
- Individual drawer height and partitioning options
- Height: 1700 mm (incl. attachment)
- Usable height: 900 mm
- Scanner for reading barcode and QR code
- 21.5” HD touchscreen monitor
- Storage module of GTMS software

**TM 526**

**100% DISPENSING CONTROL**

With Guhring tool dispensing system TM 526, you have full control of product withdrawal. The drawers of the TM 526 open only to the extent of the selected item quantity of the tools requested.

**FEATURES:**
- Individual drawer height and width; drawers open only to the extent needed to dispense the selected number of items
- Height: 1750 mm (incl. attachment)
- Scanner for reading barcode and QR code
- 21.5” HD touchscreen monitor
- Storage module of GTMS software

Guhring vending units freely combine with extension storage systems, providing suitable space for tools and other consumables.

GUHRING TM TOOL DISPENSING SYSTEMS

EXTENSION STORAGE SYSTEMS

Guhring vending units freely combine with extension storage systems, providing suitable space for tools and other consumables. The control via Guhring’s TM 326 and TM 526 tool dispensing systems guarantee secure storage and withdrawal only following a booking.
Guhring tool dispensing system TM 326 is an electronically controlled, modular, expandable system with all the functionality of Guhring Tool Management Software GTMS. Electronically locked drawers allow controlled tool removal. The drawers can be adjusted in height and style to individual customer requirements.

**Features:**
- Electronically locked dispensing system in a rigid steel sheet construction
- Manually operated drawers with LED display and full pull-out
- Individual drawer height and partitioning options
- Height: 1700 mm (incl. attachment)
- Usable height: 900 mm
- Scanner for reading barcode and QR code
- 21.5" HD touchscreen monitor
- Storage module of GTMS software

Guhring tool dispensing system TM 526 gives you full control of product withdrawal. The drawers of the TM 526 open only to the extent of the selected item quantity of the tools requested.

**Features:**
- Individual drawer height and width; drawers open only to the extent needed to dispense the selected number of items
- Height: 1750 mm (incl. attachment)
- Scanner for reading barcode and QR code
- 21.5" HD touchscreen monitor
- Storage module of GTMS software

GUHRING TM TOOL DISPENSING SYSTEMS

Guhring vending units freely combine with extension storage systems, providing suitable space for tools and other consumables.

The control via Guhring’s TM 326 and TM 526 tool dispensing systems guarantees secure storage and withdrawal only following a booking.
Tool Management Software GTMS

- Simple and intuitive user interface and menu navigation
- Personal dashboard
- Creation of various tool lists
- Direct call-up of CAD systems and graphics programs for processing and presenting tool drawings
- Comprehensive storage management functions which also control Guhring’s TM Vending machines
- Depiction of customer organization for clear cost allocation of tool withdrawals
- Consumption analysis to various criteria, i.e. tool consumption per component, machine or manufacturing area
- Individual solutions can be programmed according to customer requirements
- Connection to current ERP/PPS systems, tool management and palletmaster 81 systems through programming of corresponding interfaces
- Multi-lingual software
- Production of individual customer forms

**NOW WITH**

**NEW AND OPTIMIZED USER INTERFACE**
Tool Management Software GTMS

- Simple and intuitive user interface and menu navigation
- Personal dashboard
- Creation of various tool lists
- Direct call-up of CAD systems and graphics programs for processing and presenting tool drawings
- Comprehensive storage management functions which also control Guhring’s TM Vending machines
- Depiction of customer organization for clear cost allocation of tool withdrawals
- Consumption analyses to various criteria, i.e., tool consumption per component, machine or manufacturing area
- Individual solutions can be programmed according to customer requirements
- Connection to current ERP/PPS systems, tool management and paternoster lift systems through programming of corresponding interfaces
- Multi-lingual software
- Production of individual customer forms
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East Coast Reconditioning Facility
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Bloomfield, CT 06002
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Huntington Beach, CA 92649
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24975 Trans-X Road
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Guhring Corp. (Canada)
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Kitchener, ON N2E 2C3
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GUHRING COMPETENT TOOL MANAGEMENT